
NEWSLETTER CMC Novelties January 2019

CMC has just announced their novelties for the Nuremburg Toyfair 2019, see attached new pricelist and Press-release (press-release only available in German at the moment,

sorry, but the pictures -if available- will speak for themselves.

Prices in this CMC Press-release are CMC-prices, most of my prices are significantly lower.

Quite a few of the new models were already announced last year, but still not produced. Yet another 13 new models were added, plus 3 accessorie-sets (A-016-017-018).

The models to be produced in 2019/2020 include:

-Merc. SSKL: 1 re-issue (M-055), 2 new versions (M-188 #10, M-189 #12)

-Merc. SSK: 4 versions, M-190 (white-pre-sold), M-207 (red), M-208 (black-LE), M-209 (clear finish incl. showcase)

-Merc. Targa Florio: 1 re-issue, M-203, which is a re-issue of M-048, but now incl. external fuel pipe, plus 3 new versions: M-186 #23, M187 #32, M-206 (red)

-Jaguar C-type: the 5 remaining versions M-192 (#19 Ecurie Ecosse), M-193 (red), M-194 (#20 yellow), M-195 (#18 winner 24h. France), M-196 (Panam. #13 SOLD OUT)

-Ferrari D50 Lucky Sets M-201 (Fangio), M-202 (Collins). Both sets limited to 200 pcs, 3 different models (normal price 1350/1500 Euro) showcase (value app. 250 Euro)

plus a figurine, now at a reduced price of only 1189 Euro. Very interesting !!

-Ferrari 275 GTB/C: 5 versions: M-199 (#26, 24h. France), M-210 (red), M-211 (silver #98), M-212 (burgundy#41) and M-213 (beige #4).

-Mercedes 6-door Pullmann(W100): 3 versions: M-200 (limousine, black), M-204 (w. sunroof), M-205 (Landaulet).

-Bugatti T35: M-100-017 Yellow #58 w. female driver fig.LE600, M-100-018 Bright blue w. female driver fig.LE600

-Accessories: already pre-sold A-014 (Ferrari display-board) and A-015 (garage), 3 new releases: A-016 Jag. C-type display board (LE300), A-017 Alfa Romeo 8C Diorama

(LE500) and A-018 (Talbot Lago exhib.showcase, LE500).

Orders for models already announced last year, will be continued for this year, so if you don’t want to change anything you don’t need to re-confirm these orders.

I will check any new orders with what has already been ordered last year, in order to prevent duplicate orders.

A few prices have changed, some just a little bit (M-186,187,190,196), some significantly (see-here-after) in which case –according to my pre-order conditions-

the new price is valid. If you don't agree to pay the new price you are free to cancel your order (please tell me as soon as possible.).

These big price-changes are:

-M-201 Lucky set Fangio LE 200 (3 models+ showcase + figurine): price was: 1345, now 1189 (more than 150 Euro less !!)

-M-202 Lucky set Collins LE 200, was 1495, now 1189, also more than 150 Euro cheaper. Very interesting to buy now, these 2 sets !!

-A-014 Ferrari 250 GTO parts display board, LE 200, all pre-sold, price was 486, now 599. Please let me know in case you want to cancel.

-A-015 Classic Garage, LE 200, all pre-sold (there’s a waiting-list), was 486, new price 556. Please let me know if you want to cancel.  

(sorry about these higher prices for the models A-014 and A-15, I’ve already told CMC –on behalf of my customers who pre-ordered the models- that this

is not correct, but there is nothing I can do about it)

ORDERS

Unless you let me know otherwise, I will continue orders already placed for models announced in 2018 as orders for 2019, and I trust

you to be OK with any price-change.

New orders please before Saturday, FEBRUARY 2nd, to be sure that your model will be reserved at the lowest possible price.
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